
06.3106

DOLPHIN BEHIND MIRROR SOAP DISPENSER

› Behind mirror, drop-down loading, satin finish stainless steel soap dispenser

with 1 litre capacity and chrome soap valve

› Usage: Medium Traffic Areas

› Satin stainless steel finish

SPECIFICATION

Behind mirror installation, flat bottom, drop down, soap dispenser. Model

number 06.3106 in vertically brushed satin finish stainless steel with lockable

drop down mechanism for easy loading. Complete with 1 litre soap container

and polished chrome soap valve. Manufactured by Dolphin Solutions Ltd.

MATERIAL

› Casing: 0.9mm satin finish stainless steel grade 1.4301 (304)

› Soap Valve: Polished chrome plated brass

› Approximate unloaded unit weight: 2kg

HEIGHT                          295 MM

WIDTH                           210 MM

PROJECTION                  112 MM
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CAPACITY

› 1 Litre capacity

OPERATION

› Soap dispenser holds 1 litre container. Discreet shoot bolt lock

secures drop down mechanism, which opens for refilling. To open

drop down mechanism, pull shoot bolt situated on the left hand

side whilst pressing upwards on the underside fascia with your

other hand. Carefully lower the soap valve fascia and

compartment down, support the unit with both hands, taking care

not to let the unit fall freely. Remove the soap container and

unscrew the cap to refill. After filling, re-fit the cap and place the

soap container back in its compartment with the cap on the left

hand side of the unit. Push mechanism up ensuring the shoot bolt

re-locates into its tang. A 'click' should be heard.

› N.B. Do not pull down on the soap valve when in the operating

position, this may damage the locking mechanism.

LIQUID SOAP

› We recommend using Dolphin solutions ltd ‘Pearlised’ liquid soap

(Product code 06.8305). We do not recommend using high

viscosity liquid soaps or gels, which may impair function. Warning:

Liquid soap with high sodium chloride content can cause

corrosion and may invalidate the product warranty.

INSTALLATION

› See diagram opposite

› Open drop down mechanism by pulling shoot bolt situated on

the left hand side of the underside fascia, whilst pressing upwards

and steadying the fascia with your other hand.

› Carefully lower the soap container compartment down.

› Position the unit at desired height on wall and mark through holes

for screw positions. Drill and plug as required.

› Hang unit on the keyhole slots.

› Align units rear fixing holes with drilled holes in wall and fix to

wall using 4 off suitable countersunk screws (Fixing holes Ø6mm)

› Close mechanism, ensuring the shoot bolt re-locates into its tang.

A 'click' should be heard

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

› If dispenser fails to function, empty the liquid soap from the soap

tank and re-fill with warm water. Pump the warm water through

the dispenser to dislodge any dried soap residue and then re-fill

the container with fresh liquid soap.

› Use a stainless steel cleaner for brushed stainless steel surfaces.

Clean along the grain. Never use an abrasive cloth to remove

stubborn stains. Dry with a soft clean cloth.

› Dolphin Solutions Ltd recommends “Steel Clean” cleaning agent,

obtainable from: Vitopan (Tel: 01204 863000) 

› Abrasive cleaners, chloride cleaning agents and carbon steel

brushes/steel wool will scratch the stainless steel and must not be

used.

WARRANTY

This product is covered by a 12-month warranty from the date of

purchase to be free from defects if installed and maintained in

accordance with these instructions. Dolphin Solutions will replace or

repair (as appropriate) free of charge any product with a proven

manufacturing defect if reported within the warranty period.

Dolphin Solutions Ltd reserves the right to amend the design or

dimensions without formal notice.
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Internal fixing holes 

Shoot bolt 

Keyhole fixings on back at top 

1 Litre container area 


